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NASCC Inaugural Conference Chat Catch Up 

With so many people on our conference on the 3rd of September it was really difficult to 
keep up with all the thoughtful and interesting questions and comments that everybody was 
making! Thank you to everybody who shared and participated on the day and we hope that 
this short catch up note highlights some of the key themes, comments and questions. As we 
grow NASCC we will look back on these themes and intends to host some webinars, with 
invited speakers; share templates and write briefing notes that will help you all.  Also, we’d 
love to hear from you so do please get in touch. 

Relationships Matter. Fee Stagg 

Fee asked you to describe, in one word, your relationship as a clerk or governance 
professional with your chair …you shared a fantastic range of words which were 
overwhelmingly positive.  

 

 

Some of your comments…do any of these scenarios sound familiar?! 

New to clerking but relationship with Chair is professional and has good 

communication. They don't know exactly what my role is and we're all finding our way 

through. Feeling very lucky! 

Good relationship, but irregular communications – this is something NASCC 
promises it will return to in the future; it is a common problem – as it the opposite 
though!  

One chair I have requires patience, another needs a big prod and others rarely 

communicate! 

Fee asked if you, as a clerk or governance professional, signed the code of conduct at the 
same time as the governors and trustees and 57% of you didn’t. Maybe you signed a code 
of conduct as an employee of the organisation or service provider you worked for or maybe 
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that is one respondent put it I think the poll results make sense as many boards sign a 
specific governor code of conduct and the clerk/GP is not a governor.  Our view at NASCC is 
that by signing the Code of Conduct it highlights you are part of the governance team, abide 
by the contents and spirit of the Code and understand expectations set out within it. As we 
discussed later in the conference the Nolan Principles under pin everything we do. 

Fee reminded us that governance does not just happen around the board table, virtual or 
otherwise, and this certainly resonated with some of you!  

If you or your chair needs some support with this sometimes complicated relationship please 
get in touch. If you are a clerk or Governance Profession our email is info@nascc.co.uk . 
Fee mentioned a new group of former NLGs who are working together to provide free 
support for chairs/vice chairs and heads –- independentgovernors@gmail.com. Please pass 
these details on -thank you. 

You asked for some specific advice on working with co-chairs and our suggestion is that the 
chairs agree between themselves who is going to lead on working with the clerk in terms of 
governance administration – that way lines of communication are kept clear. This works best 
when your co-chairs have complementary skills. NASCC will work further on developing 
some further advice. 

Fee ended her session with a slice of virtual cake; crucially linking us not only to the session 
on wellbeing but not adding to our waistlines! 

Academisation - What Clerks need to know – Katie Paxton  

Katie summarised governance structures in the academy sector – trying to do this in less 
than 20 minutes was a feat she managed admirably.  

Your questions highlighted not only the need for a greater understanding of the role of the 
Articles of Association, understanding the power and limitations of the Scheme of Delegation 
but also some of the struggles many of us have with the changes to local governance 
brought about by academisation. 

You asked specifically about whether minutes must be published on the website – no, but 
they must be made available. Katie reminded us to check our Articles if we are in a Trust. In 
the maintained sector the advice was to ensure openness and transparency, which of course 
applies in the academy sector too. There was the ongoing concern about what to do about 
confidential minutes and how these are shared. NASCC will prepare a briefing note and will 
seek some additional expert advice. 

In terms of your boards joining an Academy Trust you raised some legitimate concerns. One 
clerk wrote I don't think, ongoing into a MAT, that Governors understand the loss of 
autonomy their GB will experience. There is certainly some training needed in this regard as 
it is such a common issue. Another clerk wrote Having worked across 3 LAs, I continue to be 
amazed at how little many GBs will engage in the process, especially if it is not their decision 
to academise.  It has to be a priority for those of us leading governance to ensure our GBs 
complete their due diligence and that LA/Diocese Officers and HTs share information and 
engage the governors.  NASCC asks what can we do as clerks to support this? What 
can NASCC provide you?  

You also asked about changing Articles of Association and Katie reported that this can be 
done but is not something to undertake lightly. Your Trust’s lawyers will need to be involved.  
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Some of you who clerked in Academy Trusts were very complimentary - MATs are able to 
buy in the services they want and ensure best value.  For example, we have gone to wider 
market for support with GDPR etc.  The pandemic has shown us how a MAT can be more 
agile than the LA.  Is this your experience? 

We were reminded of the different roles of the Members, Trustees (Directors) and local 
governors and how important it was for us as clerks to understand the Scheme of 
Delegation. NASCC asks have you had any specific conversations with your trust 
about the SoD? Do you think it might be useful to do so? 

Some of the questions you posed which we will seek to answer from our perspectives as 
clerks over the next few weeks were  

§ When a Trust changes its name should the Articles be changed? 
§ What can a school in an academy trust do if it wants to leave the trust? 

Katie also touched briefly on the importance of having an External Reviews of Governance – 
something which we at NASCC recommend but not on an annual – imagine the paperwork 
for one thing!  

Katie kindly shared a Promotion Code [FLASH20 – valid until the end of September 2021] 
for her new book - How to Run an Academy Trust, 3rd edition published by the Chartered 
Governance Institute – which is valid until the end of September 2021. Thank you to Katie’s 
publishers for the kind offer which we are sure many of us will use. 

Your Health and Wellbeing – Andy Mellor 

Andy gave up a whistle-stop overview of the importance of managing our own wellbeing as 
clerks and Governance Professionals. He shared some really simple top tips about drinking 
less coffee and drinking more water – something which the NASCC co-founders are giving 
serious consideration to! We spokes about exercise, managing screen time, stress, 
relationships with colleagues and governors and the importance of wellbeing as a value. 
Andy reminded us of the pillars of wellbeing and it was great to be able share some ideas 
about how we can as clerks put wellbeing a bit higher up our own agenda. In the chat a 
significant minority commented that Clerks' wellbeing is NEVER considered! So if NASCC 
can have one personal campaign this year (please) alongside our existing campaign for 
better pay and conditions – let’s make it wellbeing. Watch this space… 

Andy’s slides were very well received and he also shared some great links to online 
resources. We are sure many of you will download and save them. 

Governance in the FE/HE Sector – David Balme  

David spoke about his governance journey and how he came to be working in his current 
role. This opened up an interesting conversation about our own journeys into the clerking 
role and the need for some career pathways. Attendees shared some of the qualifications 
they were taking or had taken in the past which ranged from NGA and similar Clerk 
Development Programme, Chartered Governance Institute courses, CPD gleaned from a 
range of closed governance and clerking Facebook pages. 

Crafting Your Own Training Plan Policy Management – Sharon Warmington 

Following on from David sharing his governance journey Sharon gave us a potted history of 
her journey – it is so interesting to see all the different routes into governance.  
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Sharon gave us some top tips on developing our training plans and suggested we keep 
records of the Musts (statutory training such as safeguarding), should and could and set 
some goals and objectives. Judging by the comments in the chat this simple plan resonated 
with participants. Check back to your conference programme for some tips and templates. 

Participants shared some of the various courses and webinars which they are undertaken or 
attended. Some of you recommended the NGA Clerk Development Programme/NVQ Level 
3 and its successor programme, some of you had attended Governance Leadership 
Development Programmes offered by various providers under the DfE licence (now ended), 
some of you had undertaken the Chartered Governance Institute Certificate in Academy 
Governance; some of you clerked in other sectors and were able to bring some of the 
knowledge and skills to bear in your academy and school governance roles. There was 
mention of closed Facebook groups, Twitter, LinkedIn and other ways to network. Some of 
you shared your stories about facing the technology mountain by undertaking digital 
courses. Let’s get connecting! 

Sharon mentioned courses in minute taking (www.eclerk.co.uk) which many of you were 
keen to know more about and Fee mentioned a book she found useful on Effective Minute 
taking published by the Chartered Governance Institute (you can use your promotion code 
and no, she is not on commission!) 

Policy Management – Matt Lake 

Matt tackled the thorny and perennially challenging issue of policy management. Something 
the majority of us have struggled with at one point or another. You shared some of the 
platforms out there such as Governor Hub (many of you found this so useful) as well as 
some of the compliance checkers that are available on subscription websites. Many us used 
a spreadsheet to try and keep track of what has been approved by when and by whom; 
basing it on the DfE policy is wise but there is always room for improvement! (it doesn’t 
include the HR policies for example). 

One quote from the chat states I regularly go through our policies and check when they need 
to be updated and approved.  I then talk to my HT and he arranges any amendments.  When 
amended the policy is sent to me to distribute to our LGB to read and check.  The policy is 
then taken to the next LGB Meeting for discussion and approval. NASCC asks Is this 
something we have time to do?  Who else do we need to work with to make this 
happen effectively?  

Another clerk commented the Head and I spent an afternoon putting statutory and non-stat, 
onto a spreadsheet with review dates and who reviews. a job well done! so worth the time to 
collate. NASCC gives this approach a Big Tick! 

We are sure that you feel the frustrations of the is clerk who says policies are a bane of my 
life, if find the governors get confused about what they need to actually do with the policies, 
and how involved they need to be in making policies and reviewing 

Understanding the Nolan Principles after – Fee Stagg 

Bringing us back after a very short comfort break our last session was a quick tour through 
the 7 Nolan Principles which Fee discussed through the lens of clerking. She shared some 
of her ideas on what each of the principles could look like from our perspective and offered a 
new mnemonic SHOALIO – reordering the 7 principles into a new word. She has a habit of 
doing things like this apparently but she best you won’t forget the Nolan Principle now! 
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One clerk commented that Selflessness and Integrity are 2 very difficult entities to "monitor" 
and "uphold/remind" and we agree – it is difficult sometimes. Perhaps if we go back to the 
Code of Conduct and have a proper conversation about what it means in practice rather than 
governors and trustees just signing it may raise the profile of the Nolan Principles?  

Other comments you made which we think are important  

Your comments about minutes – our main product 

Minutes - I think of three key audiences:  the Governors themselves to be able to 
review why they made a decision as they did with the discussion that led them to that 
approach; Ofsted, evidence of knowledge, challenge, questions, as the critical friend, 
etc; and the public who might ask to see the minutes at any time. 

The pandemic forced us to consider the benefits of technology. Storing minutes 
electronically is a real boon. How are clerks dealing with confidential minutes? 
Storing them electronically and password protected is risky. The audience changes 
so the password changes and there is a risk they get lost. What are the thoughts on 
electronic minutes 

I think it’s awful when I see minutes that are full of jargon and acronyms that 
outsiders don't understand 

We are looking to shorten ours.  So much repeated info that’s available elsewhere 
and which nobody reads! NASCC says Hear, Hear! (We checked, as all good 
clerks do, if this was the correct way of writing that phrase!)  

And finally some lovely feedback (which we hope you are agree with – we certainly enjoyed 
it!) and some useful websites 
 

This has been a great morning and really interesting to hear from colleagues.  Provides 
much food for thought and again highlights the many different levels of Clerks and how 
we are utilised by educational settings.  Whether I'm wearing Utopian glasses or not, 
it would be fantastic to one day have a nationally consistent job description and 
recognition of the role! 

 

Thank you and keep in touch! 

Fee Stagg and Sharon Warmington 
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• Good morning from Cornwall 
Hi all, Good morning everyone. Welcome to the Clerks Conference, led by 
NASCC and sponsored by GovernorHub. I’ll be supporting the hosts via 
the chat for today’s event, so if you have any problems, please let us 
know and we’ll do our best to assist. 
• Good morning from Liverpool 
• Good morning from Suffolk 
• Good morning from Lincolnshire 
• Morning from Essex! 
• Good Moring from North Essex 
• Hi everyone from SE London 
• Hello from the Isle of Wight 
• Good morning from Cumbria! 
• Morning from SW London 
• Morning from an overcast Solihull 
• Good morning from Ealing 
• Goo Morning from Norfolk 
• Good morning from Northumberland 
• Morning from Kent 
• Good morning from Suffolk 
• Good morning from Hampshire! 
• Good morning from the sunny Isle of Wight 
• Good morning everyone from Croydon. 
• Good morning from Kent 
• Good morning everyone from Oxfordshire 
• Good morning from Kent 
• Good Morning from Wakefield via North Lincolnshire! 
• Morning from Somerset - sunny here at the moment 
• Good morning from Wigan 
• Morning from Norfolk 
• Good morning, all, from the Isle of Wight. 
• Good morning from London 
• Good morning from Surrey 
• Good morning from Greenford, West of London 
• Good morning from Leeds 
Let us know where you are signing in from. Type your city/location in the 
chat. How are you feeling today? 
• Good morning from Kendal, Cumbria 
• Good Morning from Manchester! 
• Morning from Essex 
• Hello from Reading, Berkshire! 
• Good morning from Wigan 
• Good morning from North Norfolk 
• Good morning from South East London 
• Good morning from Warrington 
• Good morning from Merseyside 
• Good Morning from Liverpool! 
• Good morning from Harrow 
• Good Morning from St Helens, Merseyside! 
• Good morning from London 
• Joanne from Coventry - summer is over :-( 
• Good morning again from Northamptonshire! 
• Good morning from Somerset 
• Good morning from Haslemere 
• Good morning from Cheam, Surrey 
• Dry in Preston! 
• Good morning from Cheshire :) 
• Sunny in Brighton! 
• Good morning from sunny Ramsgate 
• Good morning from cloudy London! 
• Very overcast in Essex! 
• Good morning from Wigan 
• Good morning from Staffordshire 
• Good morning from a cloudy Suffolk 
• good morning from still sunny Devon 
• Good morning from overcast East London 
• Good morning from sunny Broadstairs! 
• Good morning. Fine but cool in Chingford! 
• Morning from Hertfordshire 

• Good morning from sunny Hertfordshire 
• Good morning from Carlisle 
• Overcast in Harrow but not raining! 
• Good morning from Dudley 
• It always rained in Birmingham when I lived there 
• Dull but dry in Formby, Liverpool 
• Morning from Suffolk 
• Good Morning from Enfield 
• Good Morning from Hertfordshire 
• Hello from Warwickshire 
Lovely to see everyone this morning! Thank you for joining us and we 
hope you enjoy the morning! 
• Good morning form Hertford! 
• Good morning from Bristol 
• Overcast now in Bexhill in East Sussex 
• Good morning from Fareham 
• Good morning from Twickenham 
• Overcast in Buckingham 
• Good morning to everyone.  Dry cloudy day in Chingford 
• Good morning from Kent 
• good morning from sunny Windsor 
• Morning from East Cheshire 
Great to see you taking time to invest in yourselves this morning. 
• Good morning from Darwen (Clerking for Blackburn and Southport) 
• Morning from Stockport 
• good morning from Fareham 
• Greetings from Glossop 
• Good Morning from Southampton 
• Good Morning from Twickenham 
• Good Morning from South Yorkshire 
• Hi All - overcast in Cambridgeshire 
• Good morning from Streatham 
• Good morning from Maidenhead. 
• Good morning from Kent 
• Good Morning from Oldham!!! 
• good morning from Haringey 
• Good morning from Reading 
• Good morning from West London 
• Good morning from Oxfordshire 
• Good morning from Hounslow 
• Good morning from NW London (also cloudy) 
• Good morning from Salford 
• Good Morning from Hertfordshire 
• good morning from London 
• Joining from hauling island and havant 
• GR - several schools in East London - mostly Newham. 
• Hi from Mortimer Berkshire 
• Good morning from Liverpool 
• Hello, from Bracknell Forest 
• Good Morning from Sandbach, Cheshire 
• Hi all from a very grey Nottinghamshire 
If you are having technical or connection issues, please log out and rejoin 
the event using the access link that was provided to you. Thank you. 
• I love listening to the Governors Podcast. It’s a great listen! 
• Morning from Hampshire 
• Question for late... Is anyone else concerned about the NGA wanting 

to change our title and dramatically reduce pay to £12-13 per hour - less 
than an HLTA ? That's not a message we want to see shared when we 
are compared elsewhere to Company Secretaries. 

• Can recommend the Facebook page - so very useful, thank you 
• Good morning from Dartford 
@NASCC_Clerk do follow us on Twitter! 
• We've noted your question, G. Thank you! 
• Morning - working for Coventry Diocese 
• Hellooo from Northamptonshire! 
• What is the Facebook group please?  So I can join 
• Hooray for fun! 
• Where is your Facebook Page? 
• Good Morning from Norwich 
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• What is the Facebook page name? 
• Good morning from Norfolk 
• Lots of places making cuts at the moment due to Government 

underfunding 
• @GR - it is the DfE who have changed the name, not the NGA! 
• @H search Clerk to Governors UK on Facebook for a supportive group 
• What's the name of the fb page? thanks 
If schools decide to cut the Clerk to save money and bully their own staff 
do the job instead what is the compulsion to hire a professional clerk? 
• Yes, a bit much where they make you sit at primary school tiny tables 

and chairs and lean over to take minutes without a proper comfortable 
table and chair 

• Bad health and safety 
• Had to put up with that at xxxxxxx 
• Flat fee much appreciated so we can self-finance if need be. 
Will you be offering a corporate rate for Clerking teams? 
• That's right it was!! 
• Can't find the facebook page on search - link would be appreciated 

thanks :) 
• Love the Clerk's Elbow! 
• Fee has also been a light of humour, providing us all with a smile and 

saying it how it is...especially over the last 18 months!! 
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/1763663000515116 
• I agree with GR comment re NGA recommended fee - a disgrace! 
• Thank you, Fiona, :) 
• I refused to sit at a separate table, I said I couldn't see their lips move 
Please share your questions for this session in the chat and we will 
highlight them to the speaker in the Q&A session. Any/All questions will 
be noted, and we will endeavour to answer as many as possible. 
• Hello - my slides are not moving as Fee is speaking....? 
• Hi R. It might be a connection issue for you. Hopefully logging out and 

back in helps to rectify that. 
• Where is the poll? 
• where is the poll? 
• Sorry, where are the polls? 
• No poll 
• where is the poll, please? 
• Sorry - just appeared!! 
• I don't know where to find the poll. 
• No problem spotted it! 
• no poll?? 
• can’t see the poll - sorry 

• just found it!! 
• it says Poll on the tab below the chat 
• At the bottom on the chat, there's a tab for polls 
• it has appeared now 

• Please check below the chat for the tab 
• Voted! 
• A caveat to the poll - as a Clerking service, we have an employee Code 

of Conduct therefore our Clerks would not be expected to sign the GB 
Code of Conduct. 

• GR - thank you for raising point re NGA recommended fee. Agreed! But 
I'm OK with either job title and tend to use them interchangeably... 

• I present the code of conduct to the GB, so perforce can be said to sign 
it! 

• code signed annually at start of the year 
• sometimes they come back through neither! :-( 
Use one word to describe your Chair. 
• sketchy 
• Advisory 
• Professional 
• Respect 
• Honesty 
• constructive 
• Respectful 
• Friendly 
• Challenging 
• professional 
• Scary! 
• collaborative 
• Clerking for several schools, all the Chairs are different, but there is 

collaboration with each 
• Respectful 
• Good relationship, but irregular communications. 
• Collaborative 
• supportive 
• Hopeful - they are new! 
• Collaborative 
• The Code of Conduct is usually agreed in full board meetings so not 

necessarily signed by all governors. They do sign compliance on 
GovernorHub though. I would sign compliance too. 

• Excellent 
• excellent 
• Friendly 
• Constructive. 
• Good 
• Excellent 
• Friendly 
• All my Chairs are respectful, but a little gung ho 
• respectful 
• Friendly 
• very good relationship with Chair - very approachable & friendly 
• 4 chairs... 1 = hilarious, supportive; 1 = become a friend; 1 = frustrating; 

1 = learning! 
• The Code of Conduct is agreed at the LGC Meetings 
• New to clerking but relationship with Chair is professional and has 

good communication. They don't know exactly what my role is and 
we're all finding our way through. Feeling very lucky! 

• Our LA advises that Governors should not sign the Code of Conduct. 
They are bound by it. The fear is that a governor who had missed 
signing could avoid it. 

• Chairs are all different too - some like to do stuff, others would always 
expect the clerk to do the stuff - I respect their preferences and go 
with the flow. 

• PH - I would agree.  I don't sign the Code of Conduct but neither do any 
other individual Governors.  There is a resolution recorded to illustrate 
that the Board adopts the code. 

• We use GovernorHub confirmations so that each governor confirms 
via their profile that they have read and accepted the Code of Conduct 

• @PH - that’s an interesting approach by your LA.  How do they ensure 
all governors have received the Code of Conduct and understand their 
responsibility? 

• Do your Governors agree /sign their Code of Conduct once year - at the 
first Full Meeting at the start of the academic year? 

• Yes 
• All done on Goverorhub  
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• GovernorHub and also adopted at the first meeting. 
• I have recently taken on more schools after clerking for only one 

school for 7 years.  It surprised me how differently schools, and in 
extension, boards work - even in the same LA. 

• PH - good point re-signing Code of Conduct 
• @PH - we've had an issue in the past with a governor, so we ensure 

that they all sign the code of conduct, so they are accountable. 
• Yes, FS, schools *are* different! 
• I think getting the Code of Conduct signed by all via GovernorHub, 

Google docs works well 
• @CH, I agree - I would be concerned as to how it could be enforced, 

especially when they turn around and claim it wasn't made clear to 
them.  Highlights the induction question and how that is actioned! 

• Is this being recorded so that it can be listened to again if one misses 
bits? 

I am having connection issues will we have access to video after the 
webinar? 
• Julia from Bristol here. We have a FB page 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/697409787684333 There is also a 
Twitter account @BristolGovs Do join us! 

• Hi Cc. Yes, a recording will be sent to all who registered post-event. 
• Papers from schools - one of the biggest problems we all face, I 

suspect. :-( 
• I have termly meetings with my Chair and Head to discuss dates for the 

agenda paperwork to be sent to me for uploading to our portal. 
Hi All. For questions regarding a recording. All attendees and registrants 
will receive a recording link post-event. 
• Will the powerpoints from this morning be available to all? 
• I have not been able to join yet this morning due to calls.  If I don’t start 

the broadcast will I be able to watch the whole thing tomorrow? 
• I would love all my chairs to appreciate governance happens between 

meetings as well 
• Thanks Fee! 
• Are you taking on ex NLGs from other areas? 
• I still have 2 schools out of 5 yet to confirm the meetings ahead. It is a 

nightmare 
• Thank you, really helpful. 
• Thank you - very helpful 
• I refer to the HT, Chair and Clerk as the Holy Trinity of Governance - 9 

times out of 10 the Clerk is the permanent person on a GB...it is vital 
that they are known as part of the team and respected for that. 

• Thank you, Fee! 
• Thank you, Fee. Some great prompts for us to consider 
• thank you, Fee. relatable. 
• Thank you Fiona, very good overview! 
• Thank you - all very helpful! 
• sorry about the poll - tech fails! 
• Thank you Fee 
• Fee - any thoughts about the complexities of managing relationships 

with Co-Chairs.  Any suggestions for best practice? 
• Any advice/tips for working with co-chairs? 
• Thank you Fee 
• "Every school" !!! 
• I don't think Governors understand, in going into a MAT, 
• the DfE wouldn't let my MAT merge with our preferred MAT - the 

Diocese refused it too... we have to merge with the MAT dictated to 
by the Diocese. 

• I don't think, on going into a MAT, that Governors understand the loss 
of autonomy their GB will experience. 

• What empirical evidence is there that governance in MATs is superior 
to that of maintained or single academy trust schools? 

• Thanks very much for this event. Really useful. 
• How can I see the chat, please? Most of it is covered by the yellow box 

at the top &; the poll box 
• Will slides be available after webinar? 
• A MAT is an odd thing.  A community school bolted on to a multi-million 

pound company.  Totally different perspectives and processes. 
• @SC - more about funding/finance than governance 
• Hi All. If you asked about the Facebook group, it is called Clerks to 

Governors UK, so not specific to NASCC but it's a great group to share 

ideas and experiences... and most importantly, not feel alone in the 
world of clerking. 

• I use them interchangeably too - sometimes one needs to make a 
point! 

• The Bristol FB / Twitter is just for those in the SW 
• Our trust shows the LGBs alongside the other committees, makes it 

much clearer 
• @CH, I get what you mean, but finance and funding is actually 

controlled from the ESFA, who are not exactly accountable. 
• @JW - yes and no. Our MAT is small, with three schools. And our local 

community is very much the centre of our MAT. Definitely not a multi 
million pound company. 

• Having worked across 3 LAs, I continue to be amazed at how little 
many GBs will engage in the process, especially if it is not their decision 
to academise.  It has to be a priority for those of us leading governance 
to ensure our GBs complete their due diligence and that LA/Diocese 
Officers and HTs share information and engage the governors. 

• Thank you M - that is a very good point but sometimes schools have 
school based codes with additional expectations and so by signing we 
show we are abiding by it as well 

Hi J. We will temporarily disable the sticky message so that you can see 
the chat. We're not sure what device you are using but please do scroll 
through as well as we have so many attendees so that chat is moving 
rather quickly too. Thanks for your engagement. 
• Thank you all for your comments about the Code of Conduct - some 

interesting points raised and shared 
• @CH - ours is two and very much in the community too - I meant that 

the requirements of a company are not often understood by the 
majority of teaching staff.  In my experience it's a totally different 
mindset. 

• Could someone possibly comment - where you have strong support 
from a local authority for maintained schools and indeed SATs which 
welcome their services, what is the point of a MAT? 

Signing Code of Conduct Poll Results - Always (31%), Sometimes (10%), 
Never (57%) 
• Will you be able to send out the chat as well with the recording? 
• Your relationships with the chairs sound great! One I have requires 

patience, another needs a big prod and others rarely communicate! 
• @SC, good question although I'd say as Devil's Advocate that its 

mainly a political agenda so what choice is there for many schools or 
LAs 

• Thank you Katie for an excellent point about the AOA models 
Is there any potential to be involved in helping the DfE/ESFA to re-draft 
the model articles to resolve some of the issues with the current version? 
Please continue to share your questions for this session in the chat and 
we will highlight them to the speaker in the Q&A session. Any/All 
questions will be noted and we will endeavour to answer as many as 
possible. 
• I think the poll results make sense as many boards sign a specific 

governor code of conduct and the clerk/GP is not a governor. 
• Depending on nature of change to Articles, might also need permission 

from Charity Commission 
• @SC I wouldsay that there should be some financial efficiency 

(e.g.bigger volumes for procurement, centralisation of services) 
• Our LA support has been much reduced over the years, everything 

from Governor support to school improvement.  MATs are able to buy 
in the services they want and ensure best value.  For example, we have 
gone to wider market for support with H&S, GDPR etc.  The pandemic 
has shown us how a MAT can be more agile than the LA. 

• Lack of support from cash-strapped LAs is a significant factor for 
schools converting to academies.  Schools working in partnerships 
across a LA find funding dropped even though the federations might 
be highly effective. 

FSIf you would like more information about the NASCC membership 
please email: info@nascc.co.uk to be added to the mailing list, so that 
you can be notified of the launch and any other updates. You can also 
note your interest on the Evaluation Form once that is shared towards 
the end of the event. 
• MATs can also determine their own pay structure which is the right 

solution re. discussion re. Clerk pay (currently LA clerks is fixed,) - our 
LA has not reviewed scale or JD for 8 years. 
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• Does the Scheme of Delegation for LGBs have to be noted and agreed 
by the LGBs at the start of each year? 

• @Fee Staff - I recently resigned from one GB as the relationship with 
the Chair/HT was not good at all - definitely toxic. I've learnt over the 
years that I'm very much a relational person and if I don't have that 
relationship with my chair/HT... The son of my MAT chair recently died 
very suddenly, we went to his celebration service and have been in 
constant contact with her - she is definitely a friend. 

• The conversations I have had with HTs, CofGs and GBs about SoDs and 
AoAs...another amazement I have is where I am asked what they are!!! 

• I work across LAs and the difference in governor services and the 
support schools is crazy! Some LAs offer minimal support and are really 
not fit for purpose 

Can anyone recommend an insurance company for professional 
indemnity insurance?  Thank you. 
• Last time I was involved in some local auth maintained schools 

academising last time the Government said all schools will have to be 
in a MAT eventually whether they want to or not a few years ago, the 
mainstained schools decided to set up their own local MAT rather than 
go with one of the giant existing MATs.  

Is this still to be allowed? To set up their own? Especially if they are already 
working in a cluster or federation of maintained schools anyway? Can 
they join together and form their own  MAT? 
• Thank you Katie, very helpful 
• Working in Wakefield, I am really proud to be part of a service that 

really supports GBs of all settings 
• very helpful thank you Katie 
• CH - the SOD in a MAT would be agreed at Trust Board level normally. 
• @CT - Policy Bee by Hiscox is worth looking at. 
• What is Katie's email address please? 
When a Trust changes its name should the Articles be changed? 
• Very informative thank you Katie 
Katie, thank you. What incentive is there for a Trust with old articles to 
update? 
• Positive and constructive 
• Yes, also would like Katie's email please 
• What can a school in an academy trust do if it wants to leave the trust? 
• Really useful session, thanks Katie 
• Thank you for the whistle-stop tour - succinct, helpful 
• Scheme of delegation is set by the MAT not the LGBs so do not need 

to be agreed by the LGB. 
• Do you know if Church schools are involved in making trustseting 
Will we get a copy of your presentation? Great overview! 
• Different relationships with each of my Chairs 
• Thanks Katie 
• Thank you Katie, very useful background info even to those of us who 

are currently clerking exclusively in maintained schools. 
• Very clear thank you Katie 
• Totally agree Katie...it’s terrible! 
• Katie Last time I was involved in some local auth maintained schools 

academising last time the Government said all schools will have to be 
in a MAT eventually whether they want to or not a few years ago, the 
maintained schools decided to set up their own local MAT rather than 
go with one of the giant existing MATs. Is this still to be allowed? To 
set up their own? Especially if they are already working in a cluster or 
federation of maintained schools anyway? Can they join together and 
form their own MAT? 

• Thank you Katie.  I am a clerk in a small MAT - a review of our systems 
is always very useful. 

• Thanks Katie, very concise and informative 
• Thank you Katie, your previous publication has been my bible over the 

last 4 years, looking forward to reading the new one! 
• Members level is a bit confusing for a small SAT 
• Thanks Katie - really useful 
• Re. SoD - LGBs are consulted and informed fre. changes but they do 

not approve. 
• Our members struggle with the 'hands off' role and are always keen to 

be more involved/informed! 
• Thank you Katie 
• Why did the DfE make the AGM compulsory? 

• Thank you Katie , could you share your social media details 
• we did this, our federation became a mat. 
• In a SAT, is the Full Gorverning board effectively the Trust board? 
• @C yes 
• Thanks GD - I understand that but do we need to ensure that the LGBs 

acknowledge these every academic year? 
• Thank you Katie a real eye opener! 
• katiecpd@yahoo.co.uk 
• Forcing schools to do something? I thought this was something that 

those in favour of large MATS at the DFE claimed that only local 
authorities do. Ah, the irony! 

• @EW the same I ask that they minute SoD received and acknowledged 
• CH - I think whenever they are reviewed/changed I would take them to 

LGB to note. 
• Thanks for presentation Katie.. really helpful! 
Please use the chat to engage and share thoughts throughout the 
different sessions, as that will support the speakers’ presentations and 
enable you to network with other delegates. Any/All questions will be 
noted for us to answer as many as possible during Q&amp;A sections/via 
the chat.  If you would like to contact NASCC directly, please email: 
info@nascc.co.uk 
• Thanks Katie - great reminder of academy rules etc - and for the 

discount code on your new book! 
• Thanks Katie. Your book has been ordered! 
• Please share your questions for this session in the chat and we will 

highlight them to the speaker in the Q&A session. Any/All questions 
will be noted and we will endeavour to answer as many as possible. 

• No incentive to update your articles - and currently no requirement to 
do so. I think DfE would prefer if everyone didn't change at the same 
time... 

• Thanks Katie, very interesting. 
• Thank you for your continued engagement today. 
• is there a particular website to use to order Katie's book - sorry I missed 

it!! 
Anyone wanting to have a conversation about diversifying your 
governing board can get in touch by email - info@nbgn.co.uk - National 
Black Governors Network 
• thank you Katie. SoD agreed by board, is that the Trust as opposed to 

local academy board ? 
• Hi B - yes absolutely ! drop the group an email 
• Katie could you remind us of the money off code through CGI for 

ordering your book? Thank you! 
• FLASH20 
• Thank you Heather! 
• You're welcome Jo! 
• Hi - that is a really good question! When I was co-chairing I took the 

lead on the agenda setting and worked with the clerk - I agreed the 
agenda items we wanted with the head and other co chair. Clerk sent 
comms to both of us but one of us was the 'lead' - co chairs need to 
trust each other I guess otherwise it won't work 

• @J - yes Trust board agrees SoD 
• Yes, SoD is approved by trust board. It can obviously be changed at any 

time. 
• Please share your questions for this session in the chat and we will 

highlight them to the speaker in the Q&;A session. Any/All questions 
will be noted and we will endeavour to answer as many as possible. 

• The pandemic forced us to consider the benefits of technology. 
Storing minutes electronically is a real boon. How are clerks dealing 
with confidential minutes? Storing them electronically and password 
protected is risky. The audience changes so the password changes and 
there is a risk they get lost. What are the thoughts on electronic 
minutes? 

• Love a nap, not usually during a meet! 
• there is a little blue navigation button on the right - I have speakers 

view so can't see what you see! 
• *meeting 
• If I nap too much I wake up more in the night agree it’s a balance 
• I definitely take a nap during the day when my body needs it, and the 

diary allows. 
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• Jo, I agree.  I don't store confidential minutes on our drive but print 
out and file in locked filing cabinet - when I get back into the school! 

• If i have a nap i cant sleep at night 
• Agree with JW, I keep confidential minutes in hard copy not online 
• Just got back to swimming, had a great night’s sleep!lol 
• This is so where I fail...once I'm head down and working then its 3pm 

before I know it and I've only managed 500 steps now I'm 
homeworking!!! 

• Getting my Apple Watch changed my life because I do proactively 
move  when it bleeps to remind me 

• Jo - we're trialling GovernorHub - hoping that will make electronic 
versions safe including Part 2! I don't like paper copies &gt;&lt; 

• Hi All. For questions re. sharing slides post event - Yes, we will aim to 
do this for you. 

• Where can I get Katie"s book from? 
• On the Minutes front - what is the definitive answer regarding putting 

them on the website v having them available in the school office for 
anyone wanting to see them. Do we have to put them on the website?  
Thanks 

• on a personal level xxxx I use Simply Bee - affordable and easy to sign 
up for. there are others of course but this company was recommended 
in the Facebook group 

• Minutes don't have to go on website but must be made available for 
inspection at the school if required 

• Katie's book - https://www.cgi.org.uk/shop/books/how-to-run-an-
academy-trust-3ed 

• We keep our confidential minutes on GovHub and disable 
downloading.  Only our GB can access documentation. Question: 
Should confidential minutes be in hard copy only? 

• Hi All. For questions re. having the chat with the recording - We will see 
if it is possible to share a version of the chat post-event. Warning: It'll 
be lengthy so we advise you take note of the key contacts or info that 
you want, as we go along. 

• would also love a definitive on website minutes - for trust and all 20+ 
lgbs.... :/ 

• It has been difficult with confidential minutes recently. I always stored 
them in a locked cupboard in the HT's office, but I haven't set foot in a 
school since March 2020 and I know this hasn't been done in my 
absence. I've stored a set of each on a secure cloud, and once I can get 
back into school I'll print, file and delete... 

• C, I've never seen anything that requires minutes on the website.  Ours 
are on a google drive and available if anyone wants to be given specific 
access. 

• we have a secure area for governance, really helpful for everyone to 
see all past minutes, links to websites, agendas and so forth. closed to 
the public, but the confidential minutes are paper based only 

• I recently did training that advised putting the minutes on the school 
website, but my Head and our Trust said no,! 

• @H I tried that but the GovHub version means setting up a committee 
for each set of minutes so access is restricteted correctly, it clutters up 
the membership list or am I doing it wrong? 

• Making friends as we go through life is key I agree - I have made some 
amazing friends I met on boards and I am so sorry to read your 
message. The point I was making is that around the board table we 
can't be too cosy - I have seen some shocking examples! 

• CH my LA says no  to minutes on website but available to view in school 
site 

• Katie - when a SoD states the LGB may elect a new Chair at the 
commencement of each new school year, does this mean 'will' or 'if 
necessary'? 

• Really helpful to have a reminder about looking after ourselves, when 
wellbeing is discussed clerks/governors are not very often mentioned 

• Wellbeing - Gardening!  An allotment does it all and produces top 
quality food too.... 

• Check your articles but there isn't usually a requirement to put minutes 
on the website just to make them available for inspection (124) 

• I have asked for a break in a board meeting to stand up and loosen up 
back muscles that are screaming from uncomfortable school chairs. 

• Minutes must be made readily available - the question is how do you 
do this when people are not able to get into school?  By placing non 
confidential minutes on the website, it means they are readily 

available, shows openness and transparency plus reduces time on 
school admin staff from maintaining files or having to produce for 
requests...just a thought. 

• Not easy for a 5 minute break in a 2/3 hour meeting :) :) 
• If anyone wants to see our minutes, they can see a copy on the school 

office.  We have a secure governors area on the school website and 
the minutes are on there for the governors, but the minutes are not 
available  on the main website. 

• @katie, do these minutes and documents for meetings have to be in 
paper form for inspections, or can we just give Inspectors login to 
GovernorHub where everything is stored electronically? 

• New Academy Trust Handbook just says that 'approved minutes of 
each meeting of trust, local governing bodies and committees 'are 
available for public inspection'. 

• Completely agree re the cosy-ness. My chair is also an NGA consultant, 
so we do keep work as work, and friend as friend - we don't go out 
drinking together or anything!!! I have become good at managing my 
boundaries over the years, having learnt the hard way :) 

• @lL, OFSTED was given access to our secure area, they loved it, found 
it really useful to inspect governance prior to actual inspection 

• Eyes: the optician advised my son to look into the distance regularly 
• I request an office chair with adjustable height in meetings to save my 

back.  My schools are very accommodating about it. 
• All the slides would be really helpful if possible. Thank you! 
• @M - thank you! I just don’t want to have to print off everything since 

the pandemic when we have everything on GovernorHub 
• These wellbeing slides would be really helpful 
• I also have a laptop trolley bag  - definitely helped 
• @A me too I borrow one of the office chairs for every meeting 
• will we get a copy of the slide with the wellbeing links 
• I requested a chair just before lockdown not sure what has happened 

about it now 
• Thank you Andy.. I will take on the tips!! Great presentation 
• Do schools need Mental Health Lead for Staff & Pupils? 
• Really great presentation. Thank you 
• Does Andy have a direct contact email? 
• Very useful and practical - thank you 
• not sure @jo! I've only been clerking since June so no idea what I'm 

doing, should be doing....  
• Great presentation.. will put the tips into practice 
• Thank you Andy fantastic 
• Really useful...flippant question is how do we make ourselves do what 

we know we should do!!! 
• Separate Mental health Leads for Staff &amp; pupils? 
• Great presentation, thank you 
• Could the links on the last page please be added to the chat? 
• Thanks Andy, please could you share your slides? 
• Thanks Andy - slides would be helpful. 
• Inspectors could be given temporary access to GovernorHub. I have 

chosen to put together a file of 'useful' documents including the last 
six months' worth of meeting minutes, etc - it is easier to direct their 
attention where you want it to go! 

• A copy of your corporate hydration chart would be great for our new 
(gender neutral) staff loos 

• really enjoyed the wellbeing presentation it helps to focus on 
ourselves 

• I forget to drink enough water during the day but I know it is really 
important! 

• I'm shocking!! 
• Tried three times last year to get the governors to sign that they had 

read the Safeguarding of Keeping Pupils Safe In Education and the 
declare their interested.  After three times of asking, which I recorded 
in the minutes, I gave up.  Some still have not done this.  There is only 
so much I can do. 

• No requirement for minutes to be on the website just a 
recommendation 

• "We can do anything but we can't do everything!" pace yourselves, be 
kind. 

• @Katie I would be interested to know if physical papers are needed I 
feel that there is conflicting info from different councils. 
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• thank you Andy. encouraging. listened to your talk whilst on my 
exercise bike. standing desk, game changer ! 

• Clerks' wellbeing is NEVER considered! 
• @katie - agreed… 
• Not true! My governors always ask if I'm ok 
• Totally agree...it’s an ongoing battle! 
• Links from the final slide. Mental Health and Wellbeing Leads 

Community and the Carnegie Centre of Excellence for Mental Health 
in Schools 
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=EoGa175PekGh
Es0PtJDYXIsOwHTHo1lNjr-
3UcsZTwpUMjNGNzhVSUdWT0U3VDdVU1hSQTBPOEdMUSQlQCN0P
Wcu  Governors training module from the Carnegie Centre 
https://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/courses/cpd-courses/governance-
lead-for-mental-health-and-wellbeing/   National Wellbeing 
Partnership run by Schools Advisory Service 
https://schooladvice.co.uk/national-wellbeing-partnership/?filter=all 

• Can we have the Well Being slides as a discrete unit as I would very 
much like to share both with Governors and the school.? 

• Hi please could you pass this message to Andy: 
• This is really useful thank you! The facebook group is also really useful 

-  is there anything that aids with recruitment of new clerks - I've seen 
some positions on the facebook group but wondered if there was 
anything that matches location / clerk availability at all? 

• Islington have been very good for including Clerks in their employee 
health and wellbeing but other boroughs I have worked for they just 
see you as a contractor and ignore you and no employee support at all 
provided either from some boroughs or the schools 

• Happy to discuss further if you'd like to know more about this work. 
andy.mellor@leedsbeckett.ac.uk 

• On the Stress and Relaxation Slide, please could the fourth bullet say 
Playing or listening to music or singing 

• Wellbeing has to be more than nice things to do for people. It has to 
be the responsibility of everyone and is about being the very best 
version of yourselves so that you can get the best from your role and 
your life. 

• Can't seem to copy from this chatline so hopefully these links and 
presentations will all come to us 

• Also should the slides refer to leedsbeckett.ac.uk at the bottom or 
were they meant for someone else? Or indeed, maybe that is his email 
address? 

• Do please tweet or follow - @NASCC-Clerk - let's keep the dialogue 
going! 

• Katie Paxton can you share? 
• Changed my slides already C! Always welcome upgrades! 
• Hi All. For questions re. sharing slides post event - Yes, we will aim to 

do this for you. 
• The Carnegie Centre of Excellence for mental health in schools is part 

of Leeds Beckett University hence the name on the slides. Hope that 
clarifies. 

• I really like the concept of an organisation that it catering specifically 
for clerks, so often information is directed at governors and the clerk 
has to read between the lines to find what they should be doing. 

• This is the link to the book Katie shared 
https://www.cgi.org.uk/shop/books/how-to-run-an-academy-trust-3ed 

• Multi tasking! Love it! 
• This conference is a great start to the new term! 
• For Fee Stagg - to you mean Policy Bee for professional indemnity 

insurance 
• thank you All 
• Brilliant! We owe it to ourselves Joanne! 
• Thanks Fiona. To keep the dialogue going, please tweet us. 

https://twitter.com/NASCC_Clerk 
• Emma agree totally - still waiting for training promised when I started 

and still waiting for it . 
• Top marks David! 
• @EC - as a service, I ensure our Clerking team are copied into all 

correspondence with GBs so they are fully aware of what has gone in 
terms of comms.  We have termly meetings and also regular comms in 
between. 

• Thanks so much. Very positive 

• They also have full access to NGA Learning Link and I hold termly 
training 

• Issue generally comes back to recruitment, which needs to be robust 
to underpin the strength of a board 

• Totally agree Tracy! 
• I did a YTS too!! 
• I did a YTS really good route into work! 
• If you have questions that you’d like to ask more privately, please email 

the NASCC team using the email: info@nascc.co.uk and we’ll do our 
best to respond as soon as possible. 

• My brother did a YTS too! 
• I am in the YTS brigade too 
• If you would like more information about the NASCC membership 

please email: info@nascc.co.uk to be added to the mailing list, so that 
you can be notified of the launch and any other updates. You can also 
note your interest on the Evaluation Form once that is shared towards 
the end of the event. 

• For Andy M - thank you so much for your replies and your very helpful 
presentation 

• https://www.cgi.org.uk/shop/books/how-to-run-an-academy-trust-3ed 
• I like that ....ASSURANCE to protect the organisation 
• https://www.cgi.org.uk/shop/books/how-to-run-an-academy-trust-3ed 
• Please share your questions for this session in the chat and we will 

highlight them to the speaker in the Q&amp;A session. Any/All 
questions will be noted and we will endeavour to answer as many as 
possible. 

• I like the assurance perspective too.......I realise that that's what I want 
to provide for my Governing Boards 

• Thank you to everyone who has contacted us via email with interest in 
the NASCC Membership launching soon. 

• How do we highlight the importance of independent clerks? 
• I love this slide - very REAL 
• yes very real perspective on the role 
• We use governorhub for minutes and meeting papers now. It seems 

to work well. Governors must have access to all committee minutes - 
it is only confidential ones that may be tricky - and often that is just 
about what would be shared publicly. 

• the virtual meetings world the COVID pandemic has led to is a key 
factor to the reduction in exercise. Will there really be a huge return to 
F2F meetings to counteract this ? 

• There is an active Poll for you to share responses. Below the chat, click 
the Poll tab. 

• How useful are co-opted members, for example on audit and finance? 
• There is an active Poll for you to share responses. Below the chat, click 

the Poll tab. 
• C - re minutes.  There is no statutory requirement to place minutes on 

the website, but Ofsted do like it as it gives them the opportunity to 
read them before they arrive at the school. There is a requirement to 
make the open minutes available for inspection at the school 

• Good idea to break down commitment in terms of days 
• N, we have a published statement outlining the steps taken to ensure 

the independence of the clerk. The statement is also appendix to the 
standing orders and made available to all staff. 

• "Readily available" may be overstating things slightly. People should 
be able to view them on request - anything beyond that is a choice for 
the school. 

• There wasn't the option to choose more than 1 in the poll.  I'm a clerk 
to a number of schools but also a governor in a different school in 

• My daughter (aged 26) applied to Tower Hamlets and the Diocese of 
London to be a governor, but heard nothing from Tower Hamlets and 
had to chase the Diocese who promised to consider her, but have 
never got back.  No wonder schools have vacancies!  She is a willing 
volunteer, young, a professional and is having to chase people. 

• Even Governors like GovernorHub! 
• yes, may we have the slides? 
• I’ve replied to the poll with the main “hat” I have on today, but I would 

imagine that I’m not the only person here who’s a clerk/gov prof and 
also a governor/trustee 

• how much do you pay for GovernorHub? 
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• Some larger firms encourage employees to get involved in the 
community and give them paid time to attend. Perhaps linking in with 
industries could reap benefits 

• I'm in Inner London but still most of my FGBs are white middle-class 
people 

• Hi J. Yes, slides will be shared post-event. 
• Some sector instruments and articles previously contain a requirement 

to publish minutes on the website. 
• the north needs to know and appreciate other cultures.  Most people 

migrate for work and vice versa . There needs to be a balance 
• But the pupil populations are mostly BAME 
• Governor recruitment is a major problem in some of my schools, 

particularly in the more deprived areas. The expectations on 
Governors are immense. 

• We are very rural and Governor recruitment is difficult. 
• Does IGOVS welcome interest from experiences governance 

professionals who are not ex-NLGs? 
• Diversity is also important in a disability view as well.  I clerk for a SEND 

school, where the HT estimates that at least 25% of parents/carers also 
have some kind of learning or physical disability.  I have searched to 
find out how we can make the election process and the whole picture 
of being on a FGB accessible, but very little support for this group of 
people. 

• Anyone wanting to have a conversation about diversifying your 
governing board can get in touch by email - info@nbgn.co.uk - 
National Black Governors Network 

• We have recruited 2 good governors with the right skills from Inspiring 
Governance 

• The expectations and accountability are huge, but there are so many 
benefits of being a governor and these need to be highlighted. 

• Always difficult getting and keeping Govs.  The clerk can help a lot in 
simply being welcoming and supportive and communicative. 

• Recruitment for Governors is a problem in our area 
• Has anyone's board gone down the route of recruiting someone who 

will be solely remote, even if F2F meetings return? One of my schools 
is struggling and thinking of accessing a list of potential Govs who are 
prepared to govern remotely but are concerned about how someone 
who has never been to the school will fully understand the ethos etc 

• Excellent conversation David, thank you, especially around assurance 
services! 

• If anyone wants an ERG do please get in touch - happy to discuss and 
signpost fiona@sbwgovernance.co.uk 

• Here in Wakefield we have been working closely with GBs in terms of 
recruitment and thinking about diversity.  A great comment Sharon 
once made was 'bring your difference to make a difference'.  Don't just 
think of diversity in the 'normal' aspects but also from areas such as 
neurodiversity and access. 

• Governance teaches skills that are valuable in one's personal life, 
whether at home or work too. 

• The only way to make it happen is for it to be compulsory 
• There have been some amazing responses from GBs in actually talking 

to each other about what they all offer and how recruitment should be 
approached. 

• very clear and relevant presentation on the broader aspects of 
governance 

• Hi there, How do you join the National Black Governors Network? 
• @E - we have. Inspiring Governance were offering this service, so we 

took them up on it 
• Will be in touch at NGBN but very interested to hear about Gov Prof 

role in exec, feels like I would fit in that group in Trust. How to start 
that conversation when I don't really know what SLT do? 

• We have also worked closely with Inspiring Governance and launched 
a Wakefield on Board campaign which is working really well. 

• I have just recruited 2 governors but am new to clerk role. Does anyone 
have electronic copies of the forms I need them to complete. please 

• M - I agree re neurodiversity I have raised this with my governing body 
• @E - has that been a success so far? Their concern is how they will 

really get to know the school 
• Inspiring Governance has worked well for me 

• Mixed F2F and remote access meetings have not worked too well for 
me - this maybe to do with connections . Have others had positive 
experience with mixed meetings ? 

• really like the assurance perspective and stressing the role is not 
responsible for operational delivery which I think is sometimes 
forgotten by some school boards - will definitely take this on 

• Fe jobs also advertised on FE Week Jobs website (google it) 
• I find recruiting governors isn't too hard, it's keeping them that's the 

problem - once they realise the enormity of the role (small school FGB 
of 10) they leave within a short period o time 

• presumably governors who want to be remote would be prepared to 
go into school for monitoring visits? 

• will look up your recruitment campaign in Wakefield @Melanie :D 
• Let's think about some of our Governance Metrics - David's 

presentation was useful in helping me think about the key facts about 
my boards - attendance, number of meetings, vacancies, number of 
reports govs have to read per meeting.. 

• Ruth, we haven't had any yet but I am very interested to know more 
about the challenges from those who have as my first such meeting is 
next month... 

• The Association of Colleges, FE Associates and Peridot Partners are all 
regularly used for FE clerking recruitment 

• Q for David: Having been the equiv of an associate member in an FE 
College, it was very much more focussed than school governance.  Are 
there training options which are available? 

• All my mixed meetings have been a disaster! 
• Useful too is that in essence the School Regs are based on FE 

governance model. Governance in education is still governance! I have 
worked in both. . 

• I work with some secondary schools and we have had great success in 
recruiting new governors through the schools alumni group 

• I have used Academy Ambassadors (which is specifically for MATs I 
think) but have also recruited for the FE College board on the back of 
that (where the skills of an applicant were a better fit). 

• Hi to anyone who is joining us for the first time. Good morning. 
Welcome to the Clerks Conference, led by NASCC and sponsored by 
GovernorHub. I’ll be supporting the hosts via the chat for today’s 
event, so if you have any problems, please let us know and we’ll do our 
best to assist. 

• When I worked in HE/universities back in the 1990s it was a world of 
appalling bullying of the staff, it puts people off that sector I think. 
Senior people who invented their own rules and hired people to police 
those rules and sometimes police outside the rules completely 

• I work in both and the biggest difference is the different statutory 
frameworks. However, increasingly I'm seeing school statutory 
requirements e.g. CEAIG becoming an FE requirement. 

• @Ruth I mean totally remote as in opposite end of the country! 
• @HilaryDunlop - any question I'm happy to 

chat...mstokes@wakefield.gov.uk 
• thank you David. interesting to hear about FE/HE 
• @Victoria, I just came out of HE in programme admin / compliance, I 

had a very different experience. Sorry to hear things were that bad :/ 
• @Emma - they won't know the school as well as other governors but 

the GB agreed that was OK due to the specific skills set they could offer 
and the fact that the other governors all do know the school well 

• Thank you all for the amazing engagement today. We are noting as 
many questions and key points as we can. Your voices and views as 
clerks and governance professionals are so important. Keep chatting 
away! 

• @Erica thank you - sounds like for the right skills set it could be worth 
the compromise, otherwise the vacancies just continue to stay vacant! 

• So interesting to hear so of the speakers routes into governance 
• @ Emma - agreed! All governors have different things they can bring 

to the board! 
• There is no reason why a monitoring visit cannot be virtual providing it 

is structured correctly, apart from specific areas such as health and 
safety. 

• Virtual/Teams meetings has helped with recruitment (and diversity), 
younger govs - worried return to face to face will result in some 
standing down this year. 
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• part of in school visiting is the fact that it makes the governor more 
visible to teaching staff 

• To contact Sharon, Fiona or the NASCC team directly, please email: 
info@nascc.co.uk 

• Please share your questions for this session in the chat and we will 
highlight them to the speaker in the Q&amp;A session. Any/All 
questions will be noted and we will endeavour to answer as many as 
possible. 

• If you have questions that you’d like to ask more privately, please email 
the NASCC team using the email: info@nascc.co.uk and we’ll do our 
best to respond as soon as possible. 

• @EJ -  totally agree! I is all about embracing new ways of working! 
• If you would like more information about the NASCC membership 

please email: info@nascc.co.uk to be added to the mailing list, so that 
you can be notified of the launch and any other updates. You can also 
note your interest on the Evaluation Form once that is shared towards 
the end of the event. 

• Although the funding for the DFE programme has stopped. the 
Billericay Teaching Alliance is still running the Clerks'' Development 
programme at a reasonable rate. 

• Was Facebook mentioned - if so what's the address please? 
• Has anybody undertook a professional Clerking Qualification? 
• If so could you recommend one please? 
• @HD - Yes I have 
• It's Clerks to Governors UK 
• Re the conversation around recruiting governors - talking with IG 

about remote governors they suggest a non-observatory link role 
maybe pupil premium 

• I've just passed my Clerking Course, part funded by DFE 
• Sharon - thanks so much for sharing all the places you have gained 

governance experience this is really helpful to see. Has anyone else 
had experience of taking their school/education governance 
experience into charity governance? 

• please send us the link code Racial Quality 
• https://theracecode.org/ 
• @K; @S what is the name of the qualification please?  I've been 

looking at a Level 3 
• @HD - Billericay Teaching School Alliance offer a development 

programme virtually. 
• Thank you B 
• Certificate in Academy Governance - through Chartered Governance 

Institute - taught by Katie Paxton :-) 
• https://theracecode.org/ 
• I've signed up to the Clerks Development programme this year so 

interested in how others have found this and the actual workload 
• The NGA runs a nationally recognised qualification for Clerks. Do check 

it out. I did the course three years ago. 
• @HD - completed the NGA Leading Governance development for 

Clerks course. Level 3. 
• JT: I came from the charity sector to the education sector, it is very 

similar. 
• Via NGA Development for Clerks course 
• Are there any suggestions where to find training/sessions on effective 

minute taking? NGA course didn't particularly cover it when I did that/ 
• Totally agree with the point about minutes - they are important as an 

audit trail and to reflect the effectiveness of the board or committee 
• Any recommendations for effective minute taking training? 
• Sorry I have to shoot off for a medical appointment very interesting so 

far and will look forward to catching up with the remainder  
• Find social media so helpful and have made lots of connections that 

way 
• I also did the NGA Level 3 Clerks Development Course.  It's not a 'this 

is how you do it...' type of course but more an opportunity to learn 
through the group discussions and questions to leaders.  Good 
networking 

• Completed the NGA Leading Governance development for Clerks 
course. Level 3. 

• Very important and I think it’s awful when I see minutes that are full of 
jargon and acronyms that outsiders don't understand 

• @D this is something I have been looking into lately and have found a 
lot on babcock llp's website, I haven't attended one yet but they have 
courses such as effective clerking and minute-taking, clerking formal 
procedures and the clerk as an advisor 

• number of Clerks to Governors Facebook groups - can you give more 
specific details please 

• Yes, eClerk/NASCC have a course available. Email us: info@nascc.co.uk 
and we will help you register for it 

• I completed the NCTL Professional Clerking Accreditation 5 years ago 
and was most disgruntled to discover this year at an NGA session that 
this was considered no longer a valid qualification! 

• I get the point about minutes but we are looking to shorten ours.  So 
much repeated info that’s available elsewhere and which nobody 
reads! 

• @B Thanks I'll have a look into it! :) 
• FB grou - https://www.facebook.com/groups/1763663000515116 
• Like M I am also a governor in one school and a clerk in another. Do 

you have a list of these that we can access? 
• For anyone interested in Effective Minute Taking, eClerk/NASCC have 

a course available. Email us: info@nascc.co.uk and we will help you 
register for it. 

• Just done a funded 10 week digital mums course and worked with a 
group of women and undertook a project using different digital tools.  
Not an email in sight!  Very eye opening and a more efficient way of 
working. 

• Thanks Sharon, I'll look into the NASCC course too :) 
• Governor hub is paid by our local authority for all schools in the county. 
• I suggest also  key to effective minutes is that those who were at the 

meeting recognise themselves in the context of the discussion and 
recommendations being anonymised! 

• Sharon, such a lot of useful info sharing here . Thank you. 
• what area are you in JR? 
• Love Canva only just starting to use it. 
• Canva is amazing! I also found some great free PowerPoint templates 

out there too 
• Agree Canva is great - using it in a social media course doing at present. 
• https://www.canva.com/en_gb/ 
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/1763663000515116- I can't seem to 

join? 
• MF which social media course are you doing? 
• If you don't mind sharing 
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/1763663000515116. I can’t seem to 

join? 
• I recommend the NGA clerking certificate. 
• C - it's Tech Pixies.  Not cheap but not just a course but a great 

community. 
• agree Sharon - Edge Uni Clerk Dev programme when we were 

facilitating! 
• Thanks M :) 
• The DfE Gov Dev Leadership programme has ended but there are a few 

providers till providing successor programmes - get in touch and we 
will signpost you 

• If you would like more information about the NASCC membership 
please email: info@nascc.co.uk to be added to the mailing list, so that 
you can be notified of the launch and any other updates. You can also 
note your interest on the Evaluation Form once that is shared towards 
the end of the event. 

• Minutes - I think of three key audiences:  the Governors themselves to 
be able to review why they made a decision as they did with the 
discussion that led them to that approach;  Ofsted, evidence of 
knowledge, challenge, questions, as the critical friend, etc;  and the 
public who might ask to see the minutes at any time. 

• That sounds great, would definitely be interested in that 
• Me too! 
• 👍 
• Amazing as ever @sharon Thank you for the useful tips and info! 
• Thanks so much Sharon so helpful 
• For anyone interested in Effective Minute Taking, eClerk/NASCC have 

a course available. Email us: info@nascc.co.uk and we will help you 
register for it. 
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• Fab thank you Sharon 
• Extremely useful so much information to take on, Thank you 
• Thanks, Sharon. Excellent suggestions and very interesting 

development with the course 
• VERY HELPFUL!! Thank you 
• Please do put the tgf course together sooner rather than later!  Really 

interested in this. 
• Thanks Sharon - very helpful. 
• Really helpful Sharon, the hybrid course sounds great!!! 
• Sorry if this has been said already but when is NASCC expected to 

launch? 
• Extremely useful so much information to take on, Thank you Sharon 
• Thank you Sharon - useful training thoughts 
• Great training plan idea for governance professional 
• Thank you Sharon! 
• Directory of Social Change courses for charities, Stewardship for 

churches/Christian charities - good courses. 
• I've worked in HE and a MAT now clerking in an independent school - 

an organisation just for clerks is great - will you also be supporting 
clerks in independent schools? 

• Thanks Sharon - all very helpful and useful info 
• October is our month for launching. We will be emailing our mailing list 

with more updates. 
• My favourite take on the role of the minute taker: ‘The Great Ones 

depart to their dinner. The clerk stays, growing thinner and thinner 
Racking his brains to record and report What he thinks that they think 
that they ought to have thought’. 

• great thanks Sharon 
• Apologies if I missed it but was there any specific routes recommended 

for clerking vacancies - I saw governor recruitment discussed in the 
chat and specific reference to vacancies in the FE sector but how about 
general clerking opportunities? 

• Brilliant P! 
• Great P! 
• follow Matt on Twitter at @lakematt 
• @DT - I am working for an independent school with a charity attached 

- be great to put heads together. 
• Like that P! 
• @PH...love it! 
• NGA has a page for Clerking Vacancies  
• I completed the Accredited Clerk via Hampshire Council in 2013, which 

I alter found was not a recognised qualification.  I want to know if the 
NGA level three is 

• @MattLake - your tweets and LinkedIn comments are always great to 
read! 

• There is a lot of really good information in the Chat. Is this being 
circulated along with the slides and recording, as I don't wish to miss 
any of it? 

• @BY - thank you. Just found it: https://www.nga.org.uk/Clerking/Find-
us-a-clerk/Schools-with-a-vacancy.aspx 

• Totally agree Matt - supportive community is so important 
• Could happen! 
• @Fiona I have done both and they are very different as the NGA one 

is much more about development than evidence based. And yes is 
national qualification. 

• @E thank you 
• Fiona, I did the Hampshire course which is accredited by the Institute 

of Administrative Management.  I wonder who doesn't recognise it? 
It's level 3 but two modules are level 4. 

• @HP - that would be great - can connect via LinkedIn if you are on it? 
• DfE list can't always be relied upon!!!! 
• No it is statutory 
• I absolutely can relate to these questions !!!!! 
• Ohhhhhh, this situation is soooooo frustrating as a Clerk...poor 

processes on the GB and shows lack of training and understanding of 
the role!!! 

• statutorily is a word 
• the statutory list does change 
• Our LGBs want to know what the Trust policies but I'm very confused 

what is a Policy and what is a policy (recommended way of working!) 

• Statutorily is a word but it’s not spelt like that 
• Dfe is statutory but I agree it cannot be relied upon as does not include 

statutory HR policies that are required 
• I agree the Stat policy list changes but it's still incorrect in terms of RSE 

unless changed in last few days! 
• I have completed the ICSA Level 4 Certificate in Academy Governance 

(and passed!) 
• JT  - Hi, I went from charity gov to school/academy gov! 
• I regularly go through our policies and check when they need to be 

updated and approved.  I then talk to my HT and he arranges any 
amendments.  When amended the policy is sent to me to distribute to 
our LGB to read and check.  The policy is then taken to the next LGB 
Meeting for discussion and approval. 

• I've found the DfE statutory updates hard to read i.e what the change 
is from and to, does anyone use any other sources for knowing the 
current update 

• My favourite minutes quote is from Yes Minister Sir Humphrey: It is 
characteristic of all committee discussions and decisions that every 
member has a vivid recollection of them and that every member’s 
recollection of them differs violently from every other member’s 
recollection. Consequently, we accept the convention that the official 
decisions are those and only those which have been officially recorded 
in the minutes by the officials, from which it emerges with an elegant 
inevitability that any decision which has been officially reached will 
have been officially recorded in the minutes by the officials and any 
decision which is not recorded in the minutes has not been officially 
reached even if one or more members believe they can recollect it, so 
in this particular case, if the decision had been officially reached it 
would have been officially recorded in the minutes by the officials, and 
it isn’t, so it wasn’t. 

• Sally what was your experience of that course? Was it well supported? 
• The SchoolBus Compliance Manager is a great tool! 
• Hi All. For questions re. having the chat with the recording - We will see 

if it is possible to share a version of the chat post-event. Warning: It'll 
be lengthy so we advise you take note of the key contacts or info that 
you want, as we go along. 

• The policies can have the date it was ratified on the front sheet with 
the title page and when it is next to be reviewed. That appears on the 
school website 

• @IM - I agree.  I get easily baffled by the DfE list. 
• Fee, that about sums up policies! 
• is it common practice to show policies in the terms of reference of 

committees ? 
• One of my trust's is struggling with the School Bus Compliance 

Manager doesn't do what is says on the tin apparently! 
• @DT - yes you can find me on LinkedIn :-) 
• Hi S. For questions re. having the chat with the recording - We will see 

if it is possible to share a version of the chat post-event. Warning: It'll 
be lengthy so we advise you take note of the key contacts or info that 
you want, as we go along. 

• yes, a Head and I spent an afternoon putting statutory and non-stat, 
onto a spreadsheet with review dates and who reviews. A job well 
done! so worth the time to collate. 

• What is the view on signing off minutes?  During the pandemic I have 
not met my schools/Trust Board face to face and minutes have been 
signed off electronically.  Obviously, there is a huge backlog to catch 
up if sign off of the paper copy is required when we meet face to face.  
Do you think this is necessary or is the electronic sign off sufficient? 

• The ToR's delegate the policies to committees 
• Helpful to have stat policies ascribed to committees, for FGB to ratify 
• I took advice on the issue of signing minutes from our auditors who 

advised that it was the approval of the minutes that was the most 
important and there was no need to backdate all the signing 

• @R - we do, use ToR's to delegate policies 
• The Chartered Governance Institute (prev ICSA) has training, guidance 

and books focused on minute-taking. I'm not sure what these are like 
but their other courses and literature are good 

• In a previous role, we maintained a policy schedule in line with the 
school and was developed with the SBM/Office admin.  Was a great 
tool to use for agenda setting and supporting the GB in reviewing at 
the right time. 
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• Some schools don't have a School business manager to save money 
and that's when things get a bit messy on policies and who is 
organising things in the school 

• I don't reckon it's the clerk's role to direct staff to review/update 
policies.  There ought to be a policy co-ordinator on the school staff 
who does that 

• I have a policy schedule with my maintained schools really helpful in 
keeping track. 

• S - I love the CGI book on minutes - readable and great tips 
• Our Board formally agreed that minutes could be signed electronically.  

I therefore minute this fact at each meeting and insert and electronic 
signature plus date that the Board agreed the process at the foot of 
each page of the minutes. 

• I'm pretty much organised for timetabling policy reviews and who has 
been delegated.   My question is what does policy review actually look 
like.   Getting past the idea that it is checking for typos causes quite a 
lot of headaches! 

• Question - for non-statutory policies who decides if they are reviewed 
by FGB or someone else? 

• I like that "leadership is influence" 
• My governors at difference schools all have different ideas of what 

'policy review and monitoring' looks like 
• As an ex school admin member of staff, it baffles me that many schools 

do not hold a master policy file.  First rule of clerking in a school for me 
is to look for this and discuss as often it helps build a relationship with 
admin teams. 

• To contact Sharon, Fiona or the NASCC team directly, please email: 
info@nascc.co.uk 

• If you would like to contact NASCC directly, please email: 
info@nascc.co.uk 

• Our local governor services insisted that the school has copies of all 
the historic minutes and agendas so they are available in case someone 
wants to look at them. 

• Very useful Matt 
• @HP - lots of HPs on LinkedIn - Clerk to Future Projects? 
• Thanks, Matt. Reassuring to hear 
• thank you Matt- good content, have just followed you on twitter 
• Thank you - really helpful. 
• I have had to dip in and out due to meetings, so I am really looking 

forward to the recording and slides -   If we could have the links and 
questions from the chat that would also be amazing.  Thank you so 
much, T 

• policies are a bane of my life, I find the governors get confused about 
what they need to actually do with the policies, and how involved they 
need to be in making policies and reviewing 

• @Fee Stagg - what is the CGI book on minutes please? 
• love that, adding to ToRs will be timely and effective 
• @J, interesting question - policy review = not just proof reading 
• I have also started to list the policies a subcommittee is responsible for 

in the TOR documents 
• Share the reviewing - not everyone had to do all.  Ask school to 

highlight what is different 
• Really useful reminder. Thanks Matt 
• Policies are the bane of my life too! 
• great oversight on policy review / management 
• Govs merely review, they do not write policies! 
• Agree nightmare! Some schools very organised, others not so. Also a 

problem when governors do not feel they have the skills to effectively 
review the policy content. 

• We add to TORs and have committee schedules which really helps with 
keeping up to date and we have a dedicated policy for our Standards 
and Curriculum meeting which is a marathon but gets it done. 

• Very tiresome for governors where it’s the same policies coming up 
every year with a handful of DfE changes included 

• Sorry I need to leave shortly, will catch up on what I miss on the 
recording, thanks all, it has been very interesting 

• Hi Sharon just wanted to say thank you for this today it is great and 
wow your experience is amazing. Unfortunately, I will need to duck 
out at 12.45 but thank you so much C 

• Have to leave now, huge thanks to all involved for this morning’s 
conference, the most useful and relevant event I have attended so far 
as a clerk.  Looking forward to future events 

• We are currently offering Governorhub for £200 at 
info@clerksoflondon.com (shameless plug I know) 

• So much easier if the school produces a short summary of what's 
changed in the policy from the previous time it was approved. 

• @BY I'm selling it cheaper than that in Derby lol 
• @JP attach a history sheet so they can list changes - done job 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event.  Let us know if you are interested in the 
NASCC membership, which will give you access to even more 
resources and materials to further support you on your clerking 
journey. Thank you! 

• If anybody might find useful - in Leeds we wrote an article on policy 
guidance... link here https://www.leedsforlearning.co.uk/Article/78853 

• still here! 
• still here 
• Still here! 
• I'm here! 
• @J London price lol! 
• still here! :D 
• Will there be a link to a recording as I had tech probs and missed the 

first 40 mins 
• The Governors’ Podcast is a series of open, honest and transparent 

discussions about Governance in the UK Education Sector. All are 
welcome to tune in, as we discuss a variety of topics; from minutes and 
how to best tackle papers, to recruitment strategies and managing 
training. 

• If you are interested in listening to The Governors’ Podcast, please 
click/copy this link: https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/ 
Season 1 started in February 2021 and there are 14 episodes released 
on your favourite podcast platforms, incl. Apple Podcasts, Spotify and 
Google podcasts. Season 2 starts on Wednesday 8th September with 
Agenda Item 15. 

• Can we have a copy of the chat because there is a wealth of info in this 
too. Unfortunately, I can't see it very well today. 

• Hi All. For questions regarding a recording. All attendees and 
registrants will receive a recording link post-event. 

• My CoG at my secondary school has just turned 30, has an 18-month-
old child and no children at secondary school. She's been a governor 
for a few years and a chair this past year. She's a breath of fresh air. 

• All I can see is a picture of a dog 
• Hi All. For questions re. having the chat with the recording - We will see 

if it is possible to share a version of the chat post-event. Warning: It'll 
be lengthy so we advise you take note of the key contacts or info that 
you want, as we go along. 

• About non-statutory polices... Am I right in understanding that 
Governors do not need to see them all? If they are operational policies, 
they can be entirely left to staff? 

• Couldn't do my job without Governor Hub!! 
• Has anyone managed a positive hybrid meeting? Any suggestions for 

hardware and general tips if so? 
• Have to go off to another meeting - but great event. Thank you. 
• I share your love of Governor Hub, shame my Governors are not so!! I 

plug it at every meeting 
• Love the Nolan Principles - got them top of the code! 
• Hybrid meeting was a nightmare as people kept turning away to talk 

to people at the other end of the table, and I couldn't hear people at 
the far end of the table. It’s better for everyone to be in separate 
rooms/log onto separate computers if a hybrid meeting 

• Putting my hat in the ring - my pi and procedures 
• what is new in 2021 Code of Conduct? 
• @J - keep plugging - I have just got there after 2 years at one of my 

schools and they love it already! 
• SHOALIO 
• @J- me too I love Gov hub but some of my Governors are not confident 

in using it 
• @AF - ditto! 
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• The 2021 model code of conduct The content of our model code is 
largely unchanged from 2020; however, the Nolan Principles are now 
included in full and three new statements have been added, which 
cover equalities, inclusive practice and the expectation that those 
governing on academy committees (local governing boards) will abide 
by their scheme of delegation.  The new statements are clearly marked 
on the updated document.  The model code is designed to act as a 
template – it is suitable for boards in all types of school but should be 
adapted to reflect their specific context. 

• @Olivia I did a Zoom session for my governors on using GovernorHub 
- a half session well spent. Just screen shared it and went through 
different functions 

• New 2021 Code of Conduct from NGA includes Nolan Principles within 
the doc, has a MAT reference on R&amp;R. Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusivity references, 

• Half hour! 
• I'll send details of my Effective Minute Taking programme next week. 
• @H where can I find this 2021 code of conduct 
• How long do you keep your notes of meeting - after the minutes have 

been agreed? 
• Q re minutes - minutes discussed in next meeting, do we go back and 

change the previous minutes (if necessary) or just note them in the 
new minutes? I do the latter... 

• I have one GB who always want to amend the minutes because of how 
they think they will be interpreted by parents! 

• Sharon’s minute taking programme is really good, def recommended. 
• Thanks, Sharon. I’m in! 
• @HC - Thank you 
• Minutes are the record, shared with Head and Chair after the meeting, 

and which should not be materially changed in retrospect!! 
• For anyone who has to leave, thank you all for your time and 

engagement today. 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event.  Let us know if you are interested in the 
NASCC membership, which will give you access to even more 
resources and materials to further support you on your clerking 
journey. Thank you! 

• It is why the clerk should be independent of the school, in my view. 
• @G the latter unless they are significant changes in which case I would 

suggest amending and carry forward approval until next meeting 
• @IB. I would never work for a school like that, it compromises the 

integrity and professional judgement of the clerk! The governors need 
to improve their stakeholder engagement/ communication skills 

• I think that Selflessness and Integrity are 2 very difficult entities to 
"monitor" and "uphold/remind" if required, so e.g. I have come across 
governors and even chairs who are mainly interested to serve on 
boards for their own career development/CV purposes but do not 
contribute anything very useful to the school..... very annoying, 
upsetting and difficult to manage 

• CH, I also note the amendments in the next minutes ... minutes 
approved subject to the following amendment(s) ... I think hopefully 
we are forgiven for an odd typo 

• I'm not sure it is always wise to be fully reflective of any issues within 
a meeting if that could be weaponised by an external organisation. 

• EJ  - funnily enough, I terminated my contract with them on 31 August! 
• @E @A - thank you! I had a moment of self-doubt about that in the 

night! 
• @IBs - huzzah!!! 
• Agree, A.  A sound approach 
• Putting my hat in the ring - after far I've developed for an FE college, is 

working very well for both governors and managers and perhaps most 
importantly has reduced any ambiguity. For each policy or procedure 
there are 5 sub headings of statutory/ guidance and supporting 
information/delegation/manager responsibility/minute reference/ 
date of next review. 

• FGB/Trust board sets levels of policy approval 
• T - the decision on delegation of statutory policies must be approved 

by the FGB and/or Trust Board 
• Policies - regardless of whether they are Statutory or not shouldn't 

they all be approved by the FGB and/or Board? 

• Amendments should be minimal for a well-clerked meeting. 
• No Catherine not if they have delegated approval levels 
• Sorry, could you put up the info about the Facebook Page again, 

please? 
• FB - https://www.facebook.com/groups/1763663000515116 
• Apologies, have to leave now, I will catch the last presentations on the 

replay. Thank you all for contributions, this was really helpful and really 
relevant for us in this role. Look forward to moving forward with 
NASCC. Have a good weekend. 

• @EW - so for non-Statutory the Board/FGB delegate that to the Head 
to set up and approve for the School? 

• The Governors podcast has a great episode discussing board papers 
and management 

• I have trouble getting some of mine to collaborate or even see it as 
beneficial.  I have had the comment "they learn more from us than us 
from them" 

• @CH Thank you! 
• Apologies, off to another meeting but thank you - very interesting 
• If you are interested in listening to The Governors’ Podcast, please 

click/copy this link: https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/ 
Season 1 started in February 2021 and there are 14 episodes released 
on your favourite podcast platforms, incl. Apple Podcasts, Spotify and 
Google podcasts. Season 2 starts on Wednesday 8th September with 
Agenda Item 15. 

• @ C yes, the DfE list allows this for some statutory policies too not just 
non stat 

• Thank you. Very interesting. I learnt about Nolan Principles years' ago 
but I feel they are now more relevant than ever. 

• Could you please share the autumn agenda details you mentioned? 
• @ E - thanks, would it be good practice to have the FGB /Board 

approve?? 
• @Matt Lake the delegation section of the schedule lists the approval 

level as agreed by the Board. The schedule is reviewed as part of the 
annual review of delegation and by the triumvirate monthly 

• where can I find a link for the podcast? 
• food for thought - thanks 
• apologies for the slight tech hitch there! 
• @P, if you look under the Chat at File (might need to click an arrow) 

you’ll find the checklist there to download 
• Personally, I would change the previous minutes if amended by the 

next meeting.  When someone views something in the future, I 
wonder how will they know that it's accurate and that they ought to 
consult the next set too?  I suggest a belt &amp; braces approach! 

• The FGB would need to approve the delegation but not the actual 
policies as this is not a good use of their time and many policies are 
operational 

• If you are interested in listening to The Governors’ Podcast, please 
click/copy this link: https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/ 
Season 1 started in February 2021 and there are 14 episodes released 
on your favourite podcast platforms, incl. Apple Podcasts, Spotify and 
Google podcasts. Season 2 starts on Wednesday 8th September with 
Agenda Item 15. 

• I use the attached link to Gov.UK 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/statutory-policies-for-
schools-and-academy-trusts/statutory-policies-for-schools-and-
academy-trusts (each one says whether a policy is statutory or not and 
whether approval is required by FGB or delegated to the Headteacher 
or a Committee, etc). 

• Any tips /advice on working with co-chairs? 
• The Governors’ Podcast, please click/copy this link: 

https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/ 
• Thank you all, very productive morning. Afraid I need to leave now. 
• @ E - Thank you 
• Really sorry but have to go now, thank you so much this has been 

amazing 
• I need to go now - thank you so much for a very informative 

Conferenced 
• thank you Fee Stag - "silence the imposter syndrome"  will reflect ! 
• Also Fee some MATs like to get rid of Independent Clerks and have 

MAT Clerks? 
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• Apologies but I need to leave now as have another call scheduled.  this 
has been a great morning and really interesting to hear from 
colleagues.  Provides much food for thought and again highlights the 
many different levels of Clerks and how we are utilised by educational 
settings.  Whether I'm wearing Utopian glasses or not, it would be 
fantastic to one day have a nationally consistent job description and 
recognition of the role! 

• I am employed by the trusts I work for too - I also work independently 
and for a service provider - it is a challenge! 

• I think it is important if you are a school employed clerk that you are 
not combining this with another role that can "muddy the waters".  I 
am school employed and I report to the Chair and NOT the Head for 
my role.  My line manager is the School Business Manager. 

• A permanent exclusion panel must have an independent clerk and this 
cannot be fulfilled if it is an employee 

• MAT clerks can work well, I work with MATs where all clerks are MAT 
employees but do not clerk for the school they work in so are 
independent in that sende 

• (I did spend time before coming here working for the local authority's 
Gov Services so I was aware of the issues!) 

• I agree L they do - the question is why? It is usually related to cost 
• I think there needs to be clear definition of the 'role' going forward. I 

am a Board Secretary/Clerk but increasingly taking lead for compliance 
and risk (hugely responsible area, more akin to Company Secretary) - 
not sure if I am right person for this job as not qualified as coses (and 
remuneration would reflect those additional responsibilities as an 
Officer (who could run risk of being in default) 

• I’m employed by the Trust, line managed by the CFO. We have clerking 
vacancies - where's good to advertise? 

• For those leaving... Thank you all for your time and engagement today. 
We hope you found this Conference as a whole and also individual 
sessions very useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We 
look forward to staying connected with you post-event. 

• Sharon/Fee - where would you look to find quality clerks?  Having real 
problems with finding clerks for this year. 

• Good point E 
• Is there any checklist for Company Secretaries specifically for Trusts 

and what they have to make sure the Trust does? 
• Thank you to all for an informative morning. 
• Same @ R! anyone need another contract?! 
• I attended a training session by Stone King on the CoSec role in Trusts 

which was useful 
• The Governors’ Podcast, please click/copy this link: 

https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/ Season 2 starts on 
Wednesday 8th September with Agenda Item 15. 

• sorry, have to go - still have kids at home, roll on next Thursday 
(although I anticipate more kids being sent home again) .. 

• Thank you all for a very useful and informative morning 
• Sign me up please! 
• I have found it helpful to have a written definition of what is a strategic 

policy and what is a procedure 
• T - that sounds like a great idea 
• I've seen on the Key that many polices  are recommend for annual 

review - do you think we can keep some on 3 year cycles then? 
• As a fairly new clerk this last session has been particularly useful 
• For anyone interested in Effective Minute Taking, eClerk/NASCC have 

a course available. Email us: info@nascc.co.uk and we will help you 
register for it. 

• Anyone wanting to have a conversation about diversifying your 
governing board can get in touch by email - info@nbgn.co.uk - 
National Black Governors Network 

• @CC nearly all the policies listed on the DfE site recommend annual 
review. It would be great to keep some on longer review cycles. 

• Thank you all for the excellent information presented succinctly. Great 
and useful event, looking forward to the slides. 

• For those leaving... Thank you all for your time and engagement today. 
We hope you found this Conference as a whole and also individual 
sessions very useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We 
look forward to staying connected with you post-event.  Please direct 
any additional queries to the NASCC team, using the email: 
info@nascc.co.uk 

• Thanks all! 
• I have to leave. thank you all. please send slides and chat 
• Thank you all for a very productive and informative conference - lots 

to think about! 
• many thanks to all speakers and participants for your comments 
• Thank you for a very informative session 
• Thank you! This has been an incredibly useful event. 
• Thank you for such an excellent conference 
• Thank you very much for a very informative and thought-provoking 

morning. 
• Thank you for taking the time to put this together much appreciated.  

Good to have a conference that is relatable. 
• Thank you 
• Thanks to all of you for a very informative morning. 
• Thank you for a very enjoyable conference! 
• Thanks, I have really enjoyed this! 
• Thanks everone 
• Thank you, very useful 
• Thank you, it has been very informative 
• Thank you for such a helpful and positive conference. 
• Thank you all so much 
• Thank you, this has been brilliant 
• very much on point conference.  Welcome more from NASCC 
• Thank you for fighting our corner! 
• Thank you to all - great job !! 
• Thank you for this morning, really helpful for a very new clerk :) 
• Thank you. Really useful information provided throughout the 

morning. 
• Thank you. 
• Thank you. Very useful. 
• Thank you, this has been a very useful event and good to see the 

comments too.. 
• Excited that this is a new forum for all to lean and empower and 

support 
• Thank you all, very enjoyable &amp; informative. 
• #Thank you - looking forward to more events 
• Thanks everyone, this was very helpful 
• Thank you very much for all you do and for the conference content this 

morning. 
• thank you everyone 
• Thanks for a great event, very useful! 
• Thank you - very informative. 
• Thank you for an excellent session. 
• Brilliant - thank you! 
• thank you really enjoyed this, will be back next year 
• Thank you - this has been fab. Good to connect with others in similar 

circumstances 
• Thank you, a very informative session 
• Clerking can be lonely place, great to have an opportunity to engage 

with other clerks.  Thank you! 
• thank you 
• Thoroughly enjoyed the conference, which has been very engaging 

and provided relevant and useful information. 
• Thank you, this has been very informative 
• Excellent session, thank you to everyone!!! 
• Thank you so much Sharon, Olivia and Fee and everyone else involved 

it is fantastic to have this opportunity to network and receive great 
information and all free! 

• Thank you for a very informative, professional event. Hopefully will 
become regular. 

• Thanks all, very useful and informative 
• Created a lot to think about, thank you 
• Very engaging conference - thank you to all participants! 
• Thank you to you all, very informative session.  Looking forward to the 

next one already! 
• Thank you 
• Thank you for all you have done for the conference. I wish that those 

in education understand the role of the clerk. 
• Thank you for an enjoyable and informative experience. 
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• I have very much enjoyed this conference! Thank you for initiating this, 
definitely more please! Best wishes. For healthy reasons, a nap is 
needed :-) 

• Thank you all for your time and engagement today. We hope you 
found this Conference as a whole and also individual sessions very 
useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We look forward 
to staying connected with you post-event.  Please direct any additional 
queries to the NASCC team, using the email: info@nascc.co.uk 

• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 
https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Thank you. Hope to attend another session again soon. 
• Thank you for such an interesting and informative morning. Well done 

to all presenting, great job! 
• Great session - thank you to all that's made this possible :-) in 
• Great Advice - Human First!!!! 
• Thank you, really interesting session 
• Many thanks, time passed quickly - so must have been good! 
• where do I find the files you spoke about please 
• If you would like more information about the NASCC membership 

please email: info@nascc.co.uk to be added to the mailing list, so that 
you can be notified of the launch and any other updates. You can also 
note your interest on the Evaluation Form once that is shared towards 
the end of the event. 

• great inspirational conference, good start to the new year/term. so 
much info and food for thought. thank you speakers for your time and 
delivering excellent matter. looking forward to slides and future 
events 

• Thank you to everyone taking part - it's been really interesting and 
enjoyable.  Great to have a clerks community group - as it can be a 
really lonely role at times! 

• The order of play helped a lot to maintain interest and get me thinking 
- very useful in many ways 

• Thank you for a great and worthwhile morning - really looking forward 
to joining NASCC and attending more workshops, seminars, etc 

• Great speakers, content and really like the tech of used today.  Thank 
you very much. 

• Facilitators we are - it is a kind of vocation I think! :) 
• Thank you all for your time and engagement today. We hope you 

found this Conference as a whole and also individual sessions very 
useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We look forward 
to staying connected with you post-event. 

• Thank you for such an engaging webinar. Some food for thought in 
several areas. Congratulations ! 

• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 
https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Thanks for useful session - good timing at beginning of term! 
• Thank you to Sharon, Fee, Olivia and all of the speakers. What a brilliant 

inaugural event. Jo from GovernorHub 
• Thank you for today 
• Thanks to everyone 
• Thank you everyone :) 
• Thanks to all! 
• Thank you very much. 
• thank you - very useful. see you online soon I’m sure 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Thank you so much! 
• Thank you - really informative. Look forward to the slides and future 

events. 
• Thank you so much it was really enjoyable. 
• Thank you for insights and food for thought 
• Thanks all - useful morning 
• Thank you Sharon, Fee and all speakers. 
• Thank you all 
• Bye all. Off to drive to the Euro Tunnel... currently in Brittany! 
• Thank you 
• Thank you! 

• Thank you, it was really helpful.  I hope that there could be some 
further advice for those of us who are in that difficult position of being 
School Employed Clerks! 

• Bye and thank you for an interesting event 
• great tune 
• Thank you everybody :-) 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Thanks and all the best for this academic year 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Thank you to all the speakers, an excellent inaugural conference 
• Thank you 
• Thanks 
• Great conference. Thanks so much. 
• Many thanks it is being very useful and I look forward to the follow up 

sessions. 
• Thank you all for your time and engagement today. We hope you 

found this Conference as a whole and also individual sessions very 
useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We look forward 
to staying connected with you post-event.  Please direct any additional 
queries to the NASCC team, using the email: info@nascc.co.uk 

• Many thanks.  An interesting event. 
• Thank you! 
• Thank you very much everyone 
• Thank you for this morning.  I have found it really helpful.  I think the 

platform is much needed as clerking can be a very lonely role and the 
networking will be extremely useful. 

• Many thanks for the interesting and informative morning and look 
forward to the next! 

• Really enjoyed today - can't wait for next Conference!! 
• Really basic one ....  Do you use GvHub to electronically record your 

Business and P interests and not go with paper copies any more? 
• Thanks again. A very well spent morning 
• Can you let me know if there is anywhere to advertise for clerks 
• Thank you all for your time and engagement today. We hope you 

found this Conference as a whole and also individual sessions very 
useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We look forward 
to staying connected with you post-event.  Please direct any additional 
queries to the NASCC team, using the email: info@nascc.co.uk 

• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 
https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Thank you - very informative session 
• @R, NGA website, clerks FB group 
• What is your advice for clerking a school with a RIG 
• https://www.nga.org.uk/Clerking/Find-us-a-clerk/Schools-with-a-

vacancy.aspx 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Thank you all for your time and engagement today. We hope you 
found this Conference as a whole and also individual sessions very 
useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We look forward 
to staying connected with you post-event. 

• I will be retiring in the spring. I want to point my employer to a good 
pool of clerks. 

• One school I have the Headteacher and governors wouldn't ratify the 
RSE Policy - who does that get reported to? Also what are the 
whistleblowing for Clerks where from some to time you come across 
fairly shocking things 

• Maybe the reason why it is difficult to find clerks is the way they are 
paid and treated. 

• @S Absolutely! 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 
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• the way clerks are paid and treated is the problem. We have to learn a 
lot to be able to do the role well. You may only get 12 meetings a year 
if you are doing two schools. So many people think it is just being a 
minute taker!!! 

• If you would like more information about the NASCC membership 
please email: info@nascc.co.uk to be added to the mailing list, so that 
you can be notified of the launch and any other updates. You can also 
note your interest on the Evaluation Form once that is shared towards 
the end of the event. 

• I'm looking for clerk roles and I'm based in the South West of London 
• I look at ads for clerks regularly and there's always such a wide range 

of pay and hours.  Some of the hours offered are definitely not 
reflective of the reality! 

• R, I’d try the FB group again now the term is upon us 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Good luck, R 
• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 

https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• So many Clerks are doing it as 2nd job on top of a f/t job elsewhere and 
many left during the pandemic because they no longer had the time to 
do it 

• Thanks again 
• thank you 
• Thank you all for your time and engagement today. We hope you 

found this Conference as a whole and also individual sessions very 
useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We look forward 
to staying connected with you post-event.  Please direct any additional 
queries to the NASCC team, using the email: info@nascc.co.uk 

• What is a pecs hearing? 
• What is a PECS hearing? 
• Permanent Exclusion 
• PEx - permanent exclusion 
• We tend to say Perm Ex 
• Oh, a PEX 
• Thanks so much for this session - looking forward to getting involved. 
• Thank you all for your time and engagement today. We hope you 

found this Conference as a whole and also individual sessions very 
useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We look forward 
to staying connected with you post-event.  Please direct any additional 
queries to the NASCC team, using the email: info@nascc.co.uk 

• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 
https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• One school I have the Headteacher and governors wouldn't ratify the 
RSE Policy - who does that get reported to? Also what are the 
whistleblowing for Clerks where from time to time you come across 
fairly shocking things 

• I got the info about today from the FE Clerks Network 
• Thank you all for your time and engagement today. We hope you 

found this Conference as a whole and also individual sessions very 
useful to you as clerks and governance professionals. We look forward 
to staying connected with you post-event.  Please direct any additional 
queries to the NASCC team, using the email: info@nascc.co.uk 

• Please can you complete the Evaluation Form via the link: 
https://forms.gle/he3KoyiAdREoED4KA as we would appreciate your 
feedback on today’s event. 

• Lol - can’t see how to disconnect! 
• Try closing the tab/window 
 


